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We study a vertex operator algebra whose Virasoro element is a sum of pairwise
1orthogonal rational conformal vectors with central charge . The most important2
example is the moonshine module V h. In particular, we construct a series of vertex
operator algebras whose full automorphism groups are finite. Namely, we construct
`  . nvertex operator algebras M s  M from even linear binary code D : ZD is0 D i 2
 .and prove that if the minimum weight of D is greater than 2 then M s 0 andD 1
the full automorphism group of M is finite. From the viewpoint of finite groupD
theory, the construction of a vertex operator algebra has one advantage. We can
expect not only automorphisms of D, but also another one. Indeed, if D contains a
w x8, 4, 4 Hamming subcode C, then C defines a nontrivial involutive automorphism
of M , which is not induced from the automorphism group of D. In particular, weD
 . n H.have a finite group extension of Aut D Z rD . Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.2
1. INTRODUCTION
 .The notion of vertex operator algebras VOAs naturally arises from
wFLM's construction of the moonshine module and Borcherds' insight B,
xFLM . A vertex operator algebra is essentially the chiral algebra of a
two-dimensional conformal quantum field theory given by physicists Belavin
w x w xet al. BPZ . For the precise definitions of VOAs and VAs, see FHL . It is
worth our noting that it has connections with many fields of mathematics,
especially finite group theory and infinite-dimensional Lie algebras.
From the viewpoint of finite group theory, VOAs are interesting struc-
tures on which finite groups act. In order to construct a VOA V s ` Vns0 n
whose full automorphism group is finite, we will consider the following
conditions:
 .1 it has a positive definite invariant bilinear form;
 .2 there is no primary field of weight one, i.e., V s 0.1
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The purpose of this paper is to construct a VOA M with a positiveD
definite invariant bilinear form from an even linear binary code D : Zn2
and show that if D has no words of weight 2, then the full automorphism
 .  .group Aut M is finite. Aut M naturally contains an extension ofD D
 . n HAut D by Z rD . The advantage of constructing VOA M is that we2 D
can expect some automorphisms which are not automorphisms of the code
 .D and a finite group extension of Aut D . Indeed, we shall show that if D
w xcontains an 8, 4, 4 -Hamming code C as a subcode, then C defines a
nontrivial involutive automorphisms of M which is not induced fromD
 .Aut D .
Our motivation comes from the research on the moonshine moduleh  w x. w xVOA V see FLM . In DMZ , they showed that the Virasoro element w
of V h is a sum of 48 mutually orthogonal rational conformal vectors ei
1 . w x w xi s 1, . . . , 48 with central charge DMZ and then in M it was proved2
1that every rational conformal vector e with central charge naturally2
 . hdefines an involutive automorphism t 2A-involution of V . Here ae
conformal ¨ector of VOA V s V means a vector e in V such thatn 2
Ä  .L s e 1 q i satisfy the Virasoro algebra relationsi
3i y iÄ Ä ÄL , L s i y j L q d c, .i j iqj iqj , 0 12
  . 4and c g C is called the central charge of e. If e i : i g Z generate a
rational Virasoro vertex operator algebra, then e is called rational. In
1particular, if we find a rational conformal vector with central charge in a2
VOA V, there is a nontrivial involution of V except in very rare cases. We
note that if V has a positive definite invariant bilinear form, then every
1conformal vector with central charge is rational.2
On the other hand, if a Virasoro element w of VOA V is a sum of
i  .mutually orthogonal rational conformal vectors e i s 1, . . . , n , as hap-
pens in the moonshine module VOA V h, then it is easy to see that each ei
1i .   ..generates a rational Virasoro VOA Vir e ( L , 0 with central charge2
1 ni i .  .and all e i s 1, . . . , n generate the tensor product T s Vir e ,m2 is1
 .which is also rational. Here L c, h denotes the irreducible module of
Virasoro algebra with the highest weight h and the central charge c and it
w x  .was proved in FZ that L c, 0 is a VOA. As a T-module, V is a direct
sum of irreducible T-modules and every irreducible T-module W is a
 i.  i.tensor product of irreducible Vir e -modules. It is known that Vir e
1 1 1 1 1 1  ..  .  .  .( L , 0 has exactly 3 irreducible modules L , 0 , L , , and L ,2 2 2 2 2 16
w x  1 n.DMZ ; W is labeled by an n-tuple d , . . . , d of the highest weights
1 1i i .d s 0, , or of Vir e -modules.2 16
Collecting the labels of all irreducible T-submodules of V, we have a
finite set D of such n-tuples with multiplicity at least one.V
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There arise natural questions:
``Can we reconstruct the VOA V from this set D ?''V
``What is the necessary condition of D to be a set of n-tuples of
lowest weights of simple VOA?''
This paper is a first step towards solving these problems and we will
1treat an n-tuple without . In this case, multiplying them by 2, we shall16
see these n-tuples as codewords in Zn. We next prove that the multiplicity2
of each n-tuple is at most one and so D is a binary code. It is proved inV
1 1iw x  .  .M that if there is no Vir e -module isomorphic to L , , then V has2 16
 i.ian automorphism s , which acts as 1 on Vir e -submodules isomorphic toe
1 1 1 .  .L , 0 and y1 on those isomorphic to L , , respectively. We hence2 2 2
 :ihave an elementary abelian group A s s : i s 1, . . . , n acting on V. Bye
the definition of s i , each n-tuple is corresponding to an irreduciblee
character of A and so the multiplicity of each n-tuple is at most one by
w xDM .
1 1 .An interesting example without L , is the fixed point space W s2 16
 h.E hV of the moonshine module VOA V under the elementary abelian
 :  ii2-group E s t : i s 1, . . . , 48 of the monster simple group, where e :e
4i s 1, . . . , 48 is a set of mutually orthogonal conformal vectors with
1 48 i hcentral charge and  e is the Virasoro element of V . By theis12
1i .  .definition of t , t acts as 1 on Vir e -modules isomorphic to L , 0 ore e 2i i1 1 1 1 .  .L , and as y1 on those isomorphic to L , , respectively. Hence, W2 2 2 16
 4contains 48 mutually orthogonal conformal vectors e : i s 1, . . . , 48 ofi
1 1 1i .  .central charge and has no Vir e -modules isomorphic to L , for2 2 16
w xany i M . Therefore, by the above argument, we have a binary code D .W
It is easy to see that D is an even code without codewords of weight 2,W
since w s 48 ei is the Virasoro element of V h and w has only integeris1
weights excluding 1.
Let us show that D is always an even linear binary code for a simpleV
VOA V.
1 . w xThe fusion rule of L , 0 and Proposition 5.2 in M show that if u and2
 i.  .¨ are elements in irreducible mVir e -modules of weights f , . . . , f and1 n
 .  .g , . . . , g , respectively, then for any m g Z, u m ¨ is contained in the1 n
 i.  .sum of all irreducible mVir e -modules of weight f q g , . . . , f q g1 1 n n
 . w x  .mod Z . On the other hand, it is proved in DL that u m ¨ / 0 for some
m g Z when V is simple. Hence, D is closed under the addition and soV
D is an even linear binary code.V
Now we shall consider the reverse. In order to construct a VOA from an
 .even linear binary code, we use the vertex operator superalgebra SVOA
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called the Neveu]Schwarz algebra
1 1 1
M s L , 0 [ L , , /  /2 2 2
 w x .which we shall construct in Section 3 or see FRW .
w xA SVOA was first introduced by T and it has a Z -gradation, even and2
odd. Roughly speaking, even elements are commutative with both ele-
ments while odd elements are anti-commutative with each other, which is
called the supercommutativity. In particular, the even part is a VOA and
1 .the odd part is its module. For example, M s L , 0 is the even part and0 2
1 1 .M s L , is the odd part of M.1 2 2
First we shall construct a tensor product V s n M of n-copies of Mm is1
and take a subspace
n
V s M .m did is1
 .corresponding to a codeword d s d , . . . , d . By the supercommutativity1 n
 :of M s M [ M , elements in V and V are commutative if d , g s 00 1 d g
 :and anti-commutative if d , g s 1.
In order to modify the anti-commutativity, we shall use a central
Ãextension D of D by "1 and obtain a new Fock space M and a newD
Ãvertex operator Y, whose pair becomes a VOA.
 .2. VERTEX OPERATOR SUPER ALGEBRAS
A superalgebra is an algebra V with a Z -gradation V s V [ V .2 0 1
 .  .Elements in V resp., V are called even resp., odd . Let ¨ s 0 if ¨ g V ,0 1 0
and 1 if ¨ g V . The general principle to extend identities in VOAs to1
SVOAs is the usual one: namely, VOA is given by commutativity
Y ¨ , z Y w , z ; Y w , z Y ¨ , z 2.1 .  .  .  .  .1 2 2 1
and SVOA is given by supercommutativity
¨ wY ¨ , z Y w , z ; y1 Y w , z Y ¨ , z , 2.2 .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 2 1
 .  .where A z , z ; B z , z implies that1 2 1 2
k kz y z A z , z s z y z B z , z .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
for sufficiently large k.
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We shall quote the definition of vertex operator superalgebra from
w xKW .
 .  .DEFINITION. A graded ¨ertex operator superalgebra SVOA is a
1 .quadruple V, Y, 1, w , where V is a Z -graded vector space V sq2
@ V and V s ng ZV and V s ng 1r2.qZV are called[ [ng 1r2.Z n 0 n 1 nq
the even part and odd part of V, respectively,
y1w xY ?, z : V ª End V z , z .
¨ ª Y ¨ , z s ¨ i zyiy1 .  .
igZ
 .ww y1 xx  .  . yny1is a linear map from V to End V z, z and Y ¨ , z s  ¨ n zng Z
is called the ¨ertex operator associated to ¨ , and 1 and w are specified
elements in V and V , respectively, such that the following conditions0 2
hold:
 . w x  .A1 Vacuum element Y 1, z s id ;V
 .  . ww xx  .A2 Y ¨ , z 1 g V z and lim Y a, z 1 s a for any ¨ g V;z ª 0
 .  .A3 ¨ m u g V for ¨ g V , u g V ;hqkymy1 h k
 .A4 dim V - `;n
 . w x  .A5 Virasoro element L s w i q 1 satisfy the Virasoro algebrai
relations:
m3 y m
w xL , L s m y n L q d c, .m n mqn mqn , 0 12
where c is some constant, which is called the rank of V;
 . w xA6 L -derivative formulay1
Y w 0 ¨ , z s Y L ¨ , z s L , Y ¨ , z .  .  . . y1 y1
d
s Y ¨ , z for any ¨ g V ; .
dz
 .A7 The following Jacobi identity holds:
z y z1 2y1z d Y a, z Y b , z ¨ .  .0 1 2 /z0
yz q z2 1ab y1y y1 z d Y b , z Y a, z ¨ .  .  .0 2 1 /z0
z y z1 0y1s z d Y Y a, z b , z ¨ . .2 0 2 /z2
for any a, b, ¨ g V j V .0 1
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 .It is known that the last axiom A7 may be replaced by the supercommu-
 .tativity 2.2 .
3. A MINIMAL SVOA
In this section, we shall construct a minimal vertex operator superalge-
1 1 1 .  .bra M s L , 0 [ L , over the real field R, which shall be a cell of2 2 2
the desired vertex operator algebra M . This SVOA is known as theD
w xNeveu]Schwarz algebra, see KW .
 :Let L s Za be a lattice with a, a s 1. We shall define vertex opera-
w xtors from L as they did in Section 4 of FLM . We adopt the same notation
and repeat their construction here. Set H s R m L. We view H as anZ
abelian Lie algebra and we form the Z-graded affine Lie algebra
Ä nH s H m t [ Rc [ R d@
ngZ
and its Heisenberg subalgebra
Ã nH s H m t [ Rc.@Z
ngZ , n/0
Ãy .  .Set M 1 s S H , the symmetric algebra of polynomials in the set ofZ
 .commuting variables h yn for h g H and 0 - n g Z. On this module, c
acts as 1, d acts as the degree operator, and H acts trivially. For b g H
Ãy .  .and n g Z, we shall use the notation b n for the operator on S HZ
n Äcorresponding to b m t g H.
Let R e L be the group algebra @ R ea of the additive group L anda g L
set
V s M 1 R e L . . m R
For a g L, we define
a n .
" ynE a , z s exp z .  /nng"Zq
and set
X ea , z s Ey ya , z Eq ya , z eaz aqa , a :r2 3.1 .  .  .  .
We then have the following proposition:
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 : w  a .  b .xPROPOSITION 3.1. If a , b g 2N, then X e , z , X e , z s 0.1 2
 :  .y a , b :w  a .  b .xIf a , b g y2 y 2N, then z y z X e , z , X e , z s1 2 1 2
0.
 : w  a .  b .xIf a , b g 1 q 2N, then X e , z , X e , z s 0.1 2 q
 :  .y a , b :w  a .  b .xIf a , b g y1 y 2N, then z y z X e , z , X e , z s1 2 1 2 q
0.
w xHere A, B s AB q BA.q
w xProof. By the same proof of Proposition 4.3.3 in FLM , we have: if
 :a , b G 0,then
 :a , ba b b aX e , z X e , z y y1 X e , z X e , z . .  . .  .1 2 2 1
 :  :y a , b r2 a , ba bs : X e , z X e , z : z rz 1 y z rz .  . .  . 1 2 2 1 2 1
 :  :  :a , b y a , b r2 a , by y1 z rz 1 y z rz .  .  . 51 2 1 2
s 0
 :and if a , b F 0, then
 :  :y a , b a , ba b b az y z X e , z X e , z y y1 X e , z X e , z .  . .  . .  . 51 2 1 2 2 1
s : X ea , z X e b , z .  .1 2
 :  :y a , b r2 y a , b r2ya , b : ya , b :: z rz z y z rz z .  . 52 1 1 1 2 2
s 0.
Set
Y ea , z s X ea , z zy a , a :r2 3.2 .  .  .
w xas they did in FLM .
1 2 .It is not difficult to see that w s a y1 1 is the Virasoro element of2
 a .central charge 1 and Y e , z is a vertex operator of a g L. By the above
proposition, we have the supercommutativity and so we obtain the follow-
ing proposition:
w x  .PROPOSITION 3.2 F . V, Y, 1, w is a SVOA of rank 1.
We shall next find a subalgebra.
w xBy the direct calculations and M , we first note that
1 121 2 a y2 aw s a y1 1 q e q e .  .
4 4
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and
1 122 2 a y2 aw s a y1 1 y e q e .  .
4 4
1are mutually orthogonal conformal vectors with central charge and2
11 2 2 .w s w q w s a y1 1 is the Virasoro element of V. We also note that2
w1 and w 2 are rational since V has the positive definite invariant bilinear
form induced from the inner product of L.
Let u be the automorphism of V induced from the automorphism y1
on L and take the fixed point space V u of V under u . This is also a SVOA
containing w1 and w 2.
 i.As we mentioned before, since Vir w has only three irreducible mod-
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 .  .  .  .  .ules L , 0 , L , and L , , V is a direct sum of Vir w m Vir w -2 2 2 2 16
1 1 1 11 2 i .  .modules L , d m L , d for d s 0, , . By calculating the weights in2 2 2 16
V u, we have
1 1 1 1 1
uV ( L , 0 m L , 0 [ L , m L , 0 /  /  /  / /  /2 2 2 2 2
 1.  2 .as Vir w m Vir w -modules.
u u  2 .2Since s acts on V trivially, V becomes a tensor product of Vir ww
and another algebra M by the same argument as that in the proof of
w x  u 2 . 4Proposition 4.9 in M . M coincides with ¨ g V : w 1 ¨ s 0 and M is a
SVOA with the Virasoro element w1 and
1 1 1
M ( L , 0 [ L , /  /2 2 2
 1.as Vir w -modules.
Therefore, we have proved the following theorem.
1 . THEOREM 3.3. M, Y, 1, w is a simple SVOA with the e¨en part M ( L0
1 1 1 1.  .  ., 0 and the odd part M ( L , as L , 0 -modules. The central charge of12 2 2 2
11 .M, Y, 1, w is and has a positi¨ e definite in¨ariant bilinear form.2
 w x .See FRW for a spinor construction of the same SVOA.
For later use, we fix a lowest weight vector
u s ea q eya 3.3 .
of the odd part.
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4. CONSTRUCTION OF VOA
In this section, we shall construct a VOA M from an even code D. TheD
 1 .  n .tensor product of SVOAs V , Y , . . . , V , Y given by
V s V 1 m ??? m V n
has the vertex operator Y given by
Y ¨ 1 m ??? m ¨ n , z s Y ¨ 1 , z m ??? m Y ¨ n , z .  .  .
for ¨ i g V i, 1 F i F n.
 . nFor a codeword d s d , . . . , d g Z , set1 n 2
n iV s V , .m did is1
i i i .  .where V and V are the even part and odd part of V , respectively.0 1
By the definition of V and the Z -gradations of SVOAs, we have thed 2
following:
 .  .LEMMA 4.1. Let d s d , . . . , d and g s g , . . . , g be codewords.1 n 1 n
For ¨ g V and w g V , we ha¨ed g
¨ w g V ;m g Z.m dqg
Using the supercommutativity
¨ wY ¨ , z Y w , z ; y1 Y w , z Y ¨ , z , 4.1 .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 2 1
we have the following lemma:
 .  .LEMMA 4.2. Let d s d , . . . , d and g s g , . . . , g be codewords.1 n 1 n
For ¨ g V and w g V , we ha¨ed g
 :d , gY ¨ , z Y w , z ; y1 Y w , z Y ¨ , z . 4.2 .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 2 1
 :Here d , g s d g q ??? qd g .1 1 n n
 .In particular, if d has an e¨en weight, then Y ¨ , z commutes with1
 .Y ¨ , z itself for ¨ g V .2 d
Our aim is to construct a VOA and we need the commutativity. We shall
Ãuse a central extension D of D by "1 in order to modify the above vertex
noperators. Let D be the set of all vectors in Z of even weights. Since D is2
an even code, D has a basis
 4a , a , . . . , a , a , a , . . . , a 4.3 .1 2 2 ty1 2 t 2 tq1 ny1
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 :  :satisfying a , a s 0 for all i, j, except a , a s 1 for i s 1, . . . ,i j 2 iy1 2 i
w . x w . xn y 1 r2 , where n y 1 r2 denotes the largest integer less than or
 .equal to n y 1 r2.
aÃ  4Let D s "e : a g D be the central extension of D by "1, in which
the representative for b s a q ??? qa g D is given byj j1 k
e b s eaj1 ??? eajk with j - ??? - j 4.4 .1 k
and the rules of commutators among eaj are given by
 :a , aa a a ai ji j j ie e s y1 e e 4.5 .  .
w xfor i, j s 1, . . . , nr2 .
It is easy to see
 :a , ba b b ae e s y1 e e for a , b g D. 4.6 .  .
 .  .In order to combine 4.2 and 4.6 , set
Ã dV s [ V m e 4.7 . .D d g D d
Ãand define the new vertex operator Y as follows:
Ã b bY ¨ m e , z s Y ¨ , z m e .  .
for ¨ m e b g V m e b.b
We then have the commutativity
Ã Ã Ã ÃY ¨ , z Y w , z ; Y w , z Y ¨ , z . 4.8 .  .  .  .  .1 2 2 1
Let w i be the Virasoro element of V i and set
w i s 1 m ??? m 1 m w i m 1 m ??? m 1 m e0 . .Ã
i  .Then w i s 1, . . . , n are mutually orthogonal conformal vectors andÃ
n i Ãw s  w is the Virasoro element of V . Combining them, we haveÃ Ãis1 D
proved one of our main results.
 .nTHEOREM 4.3. If D is an e¨en linear binary code in Zr 2Z of length n,
Ã Ã Ã Ã 0 .  .then V , Y, w, 1 is a VOA of rank nr2, where 1 s m1 m e .ÃD
It is also easy to see:
ÃLEMMA 4.4. If D is a direct sum of codes D , then V is the tensor producti D
Ãof V .D i
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Up until this point we have only considered even codes, but next we
Ãtreat vectors of odd weights as well. We define a group extension of D
with one more generator, e s1, and the relations:
e s1 e s1 s e0
and
 :s , ds d d s11 1e e s y1 e e .
d n .  .for all e g D, where s s 1, 0, . . . , 0 g Zr2Z . For a word g of odd1
weight, set
eg s egqs1 e s1
and
Ã gV s V m e .g g
By the direct calculation, we have:
LEMMA 4.5. For u g V , ¨ g V ,d g
Ã Ã Ã ÃY u , z Y ¨ , z ; Y ¨ , z Y u , z if d g D or g g D .  .  .  .1 2 2 1
Ã Ã Ã ÃY u , z Y ¨ , z ; yY ¨ , z Y u , z if d and g are of odd weights. .  .  .  .1 2 2 1
Namely, we have the following theorem:
Ã Ã Ã .nTHEOREM 4.6. V , Y, w, 1 is a SVOA.ÃZ 2
Our next aim is to construct a VOA with positive definite invariant
bilinear form. We shall treat a VOA over the real field R. By starting with
the minimal SVOA V i s M i s M, which we constructed in Section 3, we
have a VOA
M s mn M i m ed . 4 .D is1 d
dgD
For M , we have the following theorem.D
THEOREM 4.7. If D is an e¨en linear binary code of length n, then
Ã .M , Y is a simple VOA of central charge nr2 with positi¨ e definiteD
in¨ariant bilinear form. Moreo¨er, if D has no words of weight 2, then
 .M s 0 and the full automorphism group of M is finite.D 1 D
Proof. We have already proved that M is a VOA. We also have aD
positive definite invariant bilinear form on M from that on M i. InD
particular, M is simple. It follows from the construction that if D has noD
 .words of weight 2 then M s 0. It remains to prove that the fullD 1
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automorphism group of M is finite. First we note that it follows from ourD
w x iconstruction in M that all w are rational conformal vectors of type 2. AsÃ
w xwe proved in M , if e and f are rational conformal vector of type 2 with
1 1 :  :central charge , then e, f s 0 or e, f s . Hence there are only2 32
1finitely many rational conformal vector of type 2 with central charge 2
 .since the inner product of M is positive definite. On the other hand, ifD 2
an automorphism group fixed all w i, then it fixes all components M i ofÃ
i n  i. <  i. <mM and so it is a subgroup of  Aut M . However, since Aut M sis1
2, we have the desired conclusion.
5. AUTOMORPHISMS
In this section, we shall investigate automorphisms of M .D
i i iFor SVOA V s V [ V ,0 1
s : u , ¨ ª u , y¨ .  .i
i Ã .is an involution of V canonical automorphism and so of V . We shallD
call it a coordinate automorphism. For a codeword b , the product @ sig b i
Ã Hof coordinate automorphisms is trivial on V if and only if b g D . Thus,D
the subgroup generated by coordinate automorphisms is isomorphic to
ZnrD H of order 2 nyd, where d s dim D. If f is an automorphism of the2
code D, then it permutes the coordinates and changes the signs of
a Ãrepresentatives e of a g D in D. However, it fixes our central extension
and so it is possible to recover these changes of signs by coordinate
Ãautomorphisms. Hence we have an automorphism of V . Combining them,D
Ã n H .  . .Aut V has a subgroup Aut D Z rD which is induced from theD 2
automorphism group of D.
As we mentioned in the introduction, the advantage of constructing
VOA M is that we may find another automorphism of M which is notD D
w xgiven by the code D. The author in M proved the following theorem:
1THEOREM 5.1. If V has a rational conformal ¨ector e with central charge ,2
it defines an automorphism t of V. If t is tri¨ ial, then there is noe e
1 1 .  .Vir e -module in V isomorphic to L , and V has another automorphism2 16
s of V. In this case, we shall call e of type 2. If s is also tri¨ ial, then V is ae e
 .  <  . 4tensor product of two VOAs Vir e and W s ¨ g V e 1 ¨ s 0 . In particu-
1 1 .  .lar, there is no Vir e -submodule in V isomorphic to L , .2 2
We shall apply this to M .D
i  .We note that all w i s 1, . . . , n in M are rational conformal vectorsÃ D
1
iof type 2 with central charge and s in the above theorem coincide withw2
the coordinate automorphisms of M .D
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Let us find another rational conformal vector of type 2 with central
1charge .2
DEFINITION. An even linear binary code H with the generator matrix8
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1H s
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
w xis called the 8, 4, 4 Hamming code.
In H , there are 14 words of weight 4. For such a codeword or a 48
.points set a , set
1 i au s u m e , .ma 4 iga
i  .where u denotes a lowest weight vector u in 3.3 for each SVOA
i i .  .M [ M .0 1
By the direct calculation, we shall have the following:
 .LEMMA 5.2. Let a and b be 4-point sets. Then u g M and we ha¨ea D 2
u 1 u s 2 w i .  .  . Ãa a  /
iga
< <u 1 u s u if a l b s 2 .  .a b aqb
u 1 u s 0 if a l b s B .  .a b
1i j :w , w s dÃ Ã i , j4
and
 :u , u s d .a b a , b
Using the above lemma, we have the following theorem.
w xTHEOREM 5.3. If an e¨en linear binary code D contains a 8, 4, 4 Ham-
ming code C and has no words of weight 2, then there is a rational conformal
1¨ector e of type 2 with central charge and an in¨oluti¨ e automorphism sC e2 C
of M , which does not commute with any coordinate automorphisms. InD
 .particular, Aut M has a normal non-abelian 3-transposition group gener-D
ated by all s where e ranges o¨er all rational conformal ¨ectors of type 2 withe
1central charge .2
Proof. Let C be an extended Hamming subcode H on the 8-points set8
 41, 2, . . . , 8 of D. Then it follows from direct calculations that for a
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codeword a ,
1 1  .a , b1 8s s w q ??? qw q y1 u .  .Ã Ã a b16 16 < <bgC , b s4
1 :is an idempotent with s , s s . Hence, e s 2 s is a rational confor-a a C a16
1 i :mal vector with central charge . By the inner products e , w , t fixesÃC e2
w i and so all coordinates. Hence it is easy to see that t is trivial and so eÃ e
w xis of type 2. The remaining statements follow from M .
 h.EAs we showed in the Introduction, the fixed point space W s V
defines an even linear binary code D . We also constructed a VOA M .W DW
Is M isomorphic to W ?DW
CONJECTURE 1. ''M is the unique simple VOA satisfying the followingD
conditions:
 .1 the Virasoro element is a sum of mutually orthogonal rational
1conformal vectors with central charge , and2
 .2 its code is D.
6. CHARACTER FORMULA AND IDENTITY
We will calculate the character of M in this section and show someD
identities. Let
f x , y s s x n q s x ny1 y q ??? qs xy ny1 q s y n , . n ny1 1 0
 .be the weight enumerator of D, that is, the coefficient s in f x, y is thei
 .number of codewords in D of weight i. For simplicity, we use ch L d to
1 1 .  .denote the character of L , d . Using the characters of L , 0 and2 2
1 1 .L , :2 2
1
nch L 0 " ch L s 1 " z .  . /2 ngNq1r2
 w x.see R , the character of M is given byD
n
inyi 1ch M s s ch L 0 ch L .  . .  . .D i 2
is0
1
n ns f 1 q z y 1 y z , .  . n 2 ngNq1r2 ngNq1r2
1 q z n q 1 y z n . .  .  /
ngNq1r2 ngNq1r2
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w xIn particular, using the MacWilliams identity CS, Chap. 3 , we have
1
n n
Hch M s f 1 q z , 1 y z , .  .  . D d  /2 ngNq1r2 ngNq1r2
where d s dim D and DH is the orthogonal complement of D.
For a coset a q D, it is not difficult to check that
M s M m edqaaqD dqa
dgD
is an irreducible M -module.D
w x 8Assume that D is a 8, 4, 4 -Hamming code in Z . We then have2
mutually orthogonal rational conformal vectors:
1 1  .s , bi 1 8 it q w q ??? qw q y1 u , .  .Ã Ã  b8 8 < <bgC , b s4
 . i .where s s 0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0 . By calculating the eigenvalues of t 1 oni
M , we surprisingly have that if a has odd weight then all irreducibleaqD
1 1i .  .  .Vir t -modules in M are isomorphic to L , . Let a s 1, 0, . . . , 0 ,aqD 2 16
1then since the minimal weight of M is and the dimension of theaqD 2
1homogeneous subspace of M of degree is 1, we haveaqD 2
81 1
ch M s ch L , .aqD  /2 16
On the other hand, since the weight enumerator of a q D is X 7 Y q
7X 5Y 3 q 7X 3Y 5 q XY 7, M is isomorphic toaqD
7 5 3 31 1 1 1 1 1 1
L , 0 m L , 7L , 0 m L , 7L , 0[ [ /  /  /  /  /2 2 2 2 2 2 2
5 71 1 1 1 1
m L , L , 0 m L ,[ /  /  /2 2 2 2 2
 i.as mVir w -modules. Hence, we have
81 81r2 nch L s z 1 q z . /16 ngN
31 17 5s ch L 0 ch L q 7 ch L 0 ch L .  . /  /2 2
5 71 13q 7 ch L 0 ch L q ch L 0 ch L . .  . /  /2 2
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If D is the set D of all words of even weights, then we have the well
known identity:
` 18 8 81r2 n n n8 z 1 q z s 1 q z y 1 y z . .  .  .   /2is1 ngNq1r2 ngNq1r2
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